### Overall Strategy
- Benchmark location performance and market share vs. overall
- Get individual location alerts (+save time)
- Assess unique competitors, challenges, events and seasonality by location

**Key to success:** Nail C-level reporting

### Search terms
- Understand brand penetration by location
- Understand local search term trends
- Tap into ‘near me’ searches (identify new locations for stores)

**Key to success:** Pivot ad groups and categories

### Ads
- Assess local ad copy language efficacy
- Understand competitor ad account structure in locations
- Tailor your CTAs by location

**Key to success:** Leave no ad unturned

### Partners & affiliates
- Monitor brand infringements (different legal entities in locations)
- Identify best locations for partners & affiliates to advertise
- Non-e-commerce sites can direct to best partners in locations

**Key to success:** Partner communication

### Omnichannel
- Identifying paid vs. organic gaps
- Use search to support offline/paid media
- Validate your DMAs

**Key to success:** Wider biz comms

### Competitors
- Combat local brand infringements
- Assess competitor size & threat by location
- Look at the complete view of location performance

**Key to success:** Positioning your market leadership

---

**Unlock local search revenue.**
In times when budgets are limited, you need to utilize AI to run your local search strategy effectively, de-risk your decision making, and quickly navigate a very high-risk landscape.
Your ultimate Local Search Toolkit for 2021

The pandemic has fundamentally changed consumer behavior and put local search well and truly on the map. Due to restrictions on movement, more and more consumers are realizing the ease and opportunity of online search and purchase. Individuals want a tailored search view with results that are relevant to them where they are at that very moment.

In fact, 72% of desktop or tablet users and 67% of smartphone users want ads that are customized to their location. On top of that, 82% of smartphone users are searching for businesses near them, with 90% clicking on the first set of results they see.

To win those conversions, your location-specific ads must be there at the top of the search engine results page; it’s a competitive imperative.

In this toolkit, you’ll find everything you need to know to harness the power of local search and succeed in 2021, including useful checklists and tips by industry.

By 2021, mobile devices alone will influence more than $1.4 trillion in local sales.
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Get the full Toolkit